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We present an open-loop adaptive optics (AO) system based on two liquid-crystal spatial light modulators
(LCSLMs) that profit from high precision wavefront generation and good repeatability. A wide optical
bandwidth of 300 nm is designed for the system, and a new open-loop optical layout is invented to con-
veniently switch between the open and closed loop. The corresponding control algorithm is introduced
with a loop frequency (the reciprocal of the total time delay of a correction loop) of 103 Hz. The systemwas
mounted onto a 2:16 m telescope for vertical atmospheric turbulence correction. The full width at half-
maximum of the image of the star αBoo reached 0:636 arc sec after the open-loop correction, while it was
2:12 arc sec before the correction. The result indicates that the open-loop AO system based on LCSLMs
potentially has the ability to be used for general astronomical applications. © 2010 Optical Society of
America
OCIS codes: 010.1080, 230.3720, 010.1330.

1. Introduction

Deformable mirror (DM) devices have been widely
used as wavefront correctors in a variety of adaptive
optics (AO) systems [1–7]. Because of the hysteresis
and mechanical coupling between adjacent actuators
of the DM, it cannot acquire a highly accurate correc-
tion in one correction step. Therefore, the closed-loop
control must be used to make the whole system work
stably and accurately [8]. Although the closed-loop
control may be suitable for some systems, it also
has some problems when it is used on extremely
large telescopes and multiobject AO systems [9]. In
addition, it makes the whole system complex and
not very fast. However, for an open-loop system, it
only requires a single image to capture the control
signal of the DM instead of several required by a

closed-loop system, thereby increasing the band-
width. Thus, open-loop control of a DM is currently
being researched [8,10,11].

In recent years, liquid-crystal spatial light modu-
lators (LCSLMs) have become increasingly attrac-
tive for use as wavefront correctors in AO systems
[12–15]. These devices have many advantages as
wavefront correctors, such as a large number of pix-
els, compactness, light weight, low power, low cost,
and programmability, as demonstrated by many re-
searchers [16–18]. More importantly, they have good
repeatability and linearity [19], and they have been
shown to have high precision in generating a desired
wavefront [12,20,21], which makes the open-loop
control possible.

The main drawback with the liquid-crystal (LC)
device for wavefront correction is its polarization de-
pendence, which means that it can only modulate
50% of the incident unpolarized light. To solve this
problem, several methods have been proposed by
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others [22–25]. But it makes the devices or AO sys-
tems hard to manufacture and expensive. However,
in an open-loop optical layout, the problem can be
solved easily. The nonmodulated part of the incident
light is used for wavefront sensing, and the modu-
lated part is used for imaging [19,26].

Traditional LC AO systems are under closed-loop
control [17,27–32]. With the benefit of feedback, it is
easy to achieve highly accurate compensation,
although the correction frame rate (the reciprocal
of the time interval between the starting points of
two adjacent correction loops) is not very fast. Cao
et al. have demonstrated the possibility of using this
kind of system to correct weak horizontal turbulence
[31]. However, due to the low temporal bandwidth,
the closed-loop system can only partially correct the
vertical atmospheric turbulence [32]. Dayton et al.
used a faster dual frequency LCSLM in a closed-loop
AO system to observe a low Earth orbit satellite [17].
Because of the high driving voltages of the dual-
frequency LCSLM, it is difficult to manufacture with
millions of active pixels. Mu et al. have designed an
open-loop LC AO system to correct horizontal turbu-
lence, and they have acquired nearly diffraction-
limited-resolution images [26]. However, to the best
of our knowledge, use of an open-loop LC AO system
to correct distortion in the vertical path of atmo-
spheric turbulence has not been reported until now.

The purpose of this research is to evaluate the
performance of an open-loop AO system based on
LCSLMs for the vertical atmospheric turbulence
correction. The system designs are introduced in Sec-
tion 2. Section 3 presents the measurement of the in-
teraction matrices (IMs) and control algorithm. The
field experiment is introduced in Section 4. Finally,
the conclusion follows in Section 5.

2. Open-Loop System Designs

A. Design of the Wide Optical Band

An inherent limitation of a LC-based AO system is
the chromatic dispersion of the LC material. This
limits the optical bandwidth to no more than 100
or 200 nm [33,34]. Therefore, we divide the visible
light spectrum into two subspectra (600 to 700 nm
and 700 to 900 nm) and compensate them
independently to save the incident light energy,
as shown in Fig. 1. First, we choose two liquid-
crystal-on-silicon (LCOS, a kind of LCSLM) devices
with central wavelengths of 633 (LCOS633) and
785 nm (LCOS785), respectively. Second, a color film
(CF1) is used to transmit the light from 600 to
900 nm. Then, the light is split into two beams by
another color film (CF2). The reflected beam from
600 to 700 nm goes into LCOS633. The transmitted
beam from 700 to 900 nm goes into LCOS785. Third,
the two beams are compensated and reflected back
by the corresponding LCOSs, respectively. Finally,
the two corrected beams are combined together for
imaging.

B. Design of a New Open-Loop Optical Layout

For a conventional LC open-loop system [see Fig. 2(a)]
[26], the incident unpolarized light is split into two
orthogonal polarization beams by a polarizing beam
splitter (PBS). One beam, whose polarization direc-
tion is parallel to the LC alignment direction, is used
for compensation. The other beam is used for wave-
front sensing. In this configuration, the LCOS actions
cannot be detected by the wavefront sensor (WFS).
When the open-loop system needs to measure the
interaction matrix (IM) [35], it needs help from a
subsystem that makes it become a closed-loop con-
figuration [26], which makes the AO system more
complicated andmay introduce extrawavefront aber-
rations. In addition, theWFSandLCOSare located in
different optical paths. This may introduce the non-
common-path error.

To solve these problems, a new open-loop system is
invented [see Fig. 2(c)]. The PBS is positioned behind
the LCOS. The incident unpolarized light that
strikes the LCOS can be divided into two components
with orthogonal polarization directions. One compo-
nent whose polarization direction is parallel to the
LC alignment direction can be modulated by the
LCOS. Then it is reflected by the PBS and used
for imaging. The other component, which cannot

Fig. 1. (Color online) Schematic diagram of splitting the light by
spectral content and compensating each separately: CF1 and CF2,
color films; LCOS633 and LCOS785, LCOS devices.

Fig. 2. (Color online) Schematic diagrams of open- and closed-
loop optical systems: (a) conventional open-loop optical system,
(b) conventional closed-loop optical system, (c) a new open-loop op-
tical system, (d) new closed-loop optical system. PBS, polarizing
beam splitter; BS, nonpolarizing beam splitter; WFS, wavefront
sensor; λ=4, quarter-wave plate.
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be modulated by the LCOS, is transmitted through
the PBS and used for wavefront sensing. It should
be emphasized that this system is an open-loop sys-
tem, although it very much looks like a closed-loop
configuration [see Fig. 2(b)]. When the open-loop
AO system needs to measure the IM, only a polarizer
and a quarter-wave plate are needed to make it be-
come a closed-loop configuration [see Fig. 2(d)]. First,
the polarizer is inserted before the LCOS, and it
transmits a linearly polarized light, which has a po-
larization direction parallel to the LC alignment di-
rection. Then, the light is modulated and reflected by
the LCOS. Third, a quarter-wave plate is inserted be-
fore the PBS and changes the modulated light into a
circularly polarized light. Finally, the PBS divides
the circularly polarized light into two orthogonal po-
larization beams, both of which have been modulated
by the LCOS. In this case, the WFS can detect the
actions of the LCOS, and the IM can be measured
conveniently. In addition, theWFS and the LCOS are
located in the same optical path. The non-common-
path error does not exist in the system.

C. Open-Loop Optical Layout for Vertical Turbulence
Wavefront Correction

Based on the designs mentioned above, the optical
layout of an open-loop AO system for vertical turbu-
lence correction is designed and shown in Fig. 3.
After the beam from the telescope goes through
the color film CF1, it is collimated by a lens L1 (focal
length f 1 ¼ 75 cm) and reflected by a tip–tilt mirror
(TTM). The reflected light is magnified by a beam ex-
panding system composed of lenses L2 (f 2 ¼ 65 cm)
and L3 (f 3 ¼ 27 cm). The magnified beam is divided
into two beams by the color film CF2, and each goes
into a corresponding LCOS with a small incident an-
gle (less than 2:5°). After the two beams are corrected
and reflected back by their corresponding LCOSs,
they are combined together. Then, the combined light
goes through another beam expanding system com-
posed of lenses L3 and L4 (f 4 ¼ 9 cm). The PBS di-
vides it into two orthogonal polarization beams.
The transmitted nonmodulated beam goes into the
WFS. The reflected modulated beam goes into a
science camera. It must be noted that the two LCOSs
are optically conjugated with the TTM, the telescope

entrance pupil, and the lenslets of the WFS. Because
of the open-loop configuration, the residual error can-
not be detected by the WFS when the correction is in
process. The image quality after correction is the
main criterion of system performance.

3. Interaction Matrix Measurement and
Control Algorithm

A. Interaction Matrix Measurement

Open-loop systems are simple and stable, but they
must beveryaccurately calibratedbecauseanyuncer-
tainty or disturbance can greatly affect the accuracy
of the systems. TheWFShas 400 hexangular lenslets.
The average Fried parameter r0 of the observatory
was considered as 9 cm for a wavelength of 633 nm
when designed for the AO system. Therefore, only a
1:8 m diameter segment of the 2:16 m telescope aper-
ture was designed for the system ½ðD=r0Þ2 ¼
ð1:8=0:09Þ2 ¼ 400�. Each LCOS has 256 × 256 pixels.
Thepixel resolution is sohigh that thewavefront com-
pensation error due to the finite corrector-element
size can be neglected. In this case, each subaperture
of the WFS subtends roughly 163 pixels on the
LCSLM (see Fig. 4). Based on this configuration,
the Zernike modes [36] (only take the first 35 Zernike
terms in our system, due to the limitation of calculat-
ing time), excluding the pistonmode, are used tomea-
sure the IMs [35]. The optical layout for measuring
the IM of LCOS633 is shown in Fig. 5. A fiber bundle
of white source is positioned on the focus of the tele-
scope. A polarizer and a quarter-wave plate are in-
serted into the system to make it become a closed-
loop configuration, as mentioned in Subsection 2.B.
It should benoted that the light reflected byLCOS785
must be blocked by a black screen when measuring
the IM of LCOS633 (see Fig. 5). Similarly, the light
reflected by LCOS633must be blocked whenmeasur-
ing the IM of LCOS785.

When a set of commands, also called “gray map,” of
the jth Zernike mode [37] with a unit coeffi-
cient (means one wavelength) is sent to a LCOS to

Fig. 3. (Color online) Optical layout for an open-loop AO system:
L1–L5, lenses; M1–M4, mirrors; TTM, tip–tilt mirror.

Fig. 4. (Color online) Schematic diagram of the arrangement of
WFS lenslets with respect to the LCOS pixels.
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generate a corresponding wavefront φj, the slope vec-
tor of the wavefront, sj, can be measured by theWFS:

sj ¼ ½s1jx; s2jy; � � � ; skjx; skjy; � � � ; sKjx; sKjy�T ; ð1Þ

where ðskjx; skjyÞ is the local average slope of the
wavefront at the kth lenslet, and K is the total effec-
tive lenslets. Actually, sj may contain some static
errors introduced by the optical system and back-
ground. In our experiment, the errors have been
measured and eliminated. Repeating this process
to all J Zernike modes selected, The IM can be
constructed:

IM ¼ ½s1; � � � ; sj; � � � ; sJ �: ð2Þ

This method can be used to measure the IMs of
LCOS633 (IM633) and LCOS785 (IM785).

The IM of the TTM (IMTTM) also needs to be mea-
sured. The TTM has two orthogonal axes and one ac-
tuator for each. After a unit voltage is applied on one
of the actuators, a corresponding wavefront is gener-
ated, and its slope vector can be measured by the
WFS. The corresponding global tip–tilt vector �s
can be calculated by

�sx ¼
�XK

k¼1

skx

�
=K ; �sy ¼

�XK
k¼1

sky

�
=K ;

�s ¼ ½�sx;�sy�T ; ð3Þ
where ðskx; skyÞ is the local average slope of the wave-
front at the kth lenslet of theWFS. The global tip–tilt
vector �s is saved in a column of the IMTTM. Repeating
this procedure to the other actuator, the IMTTM can
be constructed.

B. Control Algorithm

The slope vector of an aberrated wavefront, s, mea-
sured by the WFS can be expressed as

s ¼ ½s1x; s1y; � � � ; skx; sky; � � � ; sKx; sKy�: ð4Þ

It can be divided into two components: the global tip–
tilt component and the remaining component. The

global tip–tilt component is corrected by the TTM,
and the remaining component is corrected by the
LCOSs. The global tip–tilt can be calculated through
Eq. (3), and the command vector for the TTM is

v ¼ IM−1
TTM�s;

where IM−1
TTM is the inverse matrix of IMTTM. Because

of the fact that the TTM is always in a closed-loop
configuration (see Fig. 6), the command vector for
each correction loop is

V ðnÞ ¼ Vðn−1Þ
− kG · v; ð6Þ

where n is the number of iterations and kG is a
closed-loop proportion factor varying from 0 to 1.

The remaining component of the slope vector
can be calculated by subtracting the global tip–tilt
component

s0 ¼ ½ðs1x − �sxÞ; ðs1y − �syÞ; � � � ; ðskx − �sxÞ; ðsky
− �syÞ; � � � ðsKx − �sxÞ; ðsKy − �syÞ�T : ð7Þ

Then, the gray map, gm, of the LCOS can be calcu-
lated by

c ¼ IMþs0; ψ ¼
XJ
i¼1

ciZi; gm ¼ modð−ψÞ; ð8Þ

where IMþ is the pseudoinverse matrix of the IM, c is
a reconstructed Zernike coefficient vector with the
unit of wavelength, ci is the ith element of c, ψ is
the reconstructed wavefront with the unit of wave-
length and dimension of 256 × 256, Zi is the ith Zer-
nike polynomial [37], and modð·Þ means modulo one
operation, as the unit of ψ is wavelength. Using IM633
and IM785 to replace IM in Eq. (8), we can acquire the
gray maps of LCOS633 (gm633) and LCOS785
(gm785), which can be sent to corresponding LCOSs
directly to correct the aberrated wavefront, respec-
tively (see Fig. 6).

4. Open-Loop Correction of Vertical Turbulence
Wavefront

The 2:16 m reflecting telescope is located at Xinglong
Station of the Beijing Astronomical Observatory.
Figure 7 shows a photograph of the telescope and
its optical diagram. The diameter of the primary mir-
ror A, in Fig. 7(a), is 2.16 meters. It has a Cassegrain
focus F1 and a Coudé focus F2. We used several

Fig. 5. (Color online) Optical layout of measuring the interaction
matrix of LCOS633.

Fig. 6. (Color online) Block diagram of the control system for
correcting the vertical turbulence wavefront.
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mirrors to relay the light from the telescope to the
AO system, as shown in Fig. 8(a). A stop was placed
at a pupil image of the telescope aperture so that only
light from a 1:8 m diameter segment was used. The
double LCOSs were aligned carefully [see Fig. 8(b)],
and they were wrapped by a thermostat that main-
tained the temperature of the LCOSs at 37 °C.
Figure 9 shows the experimental layout of the
open-loop AO system. LCOS633 and LCOS785 are
from Boulder Nonlinear Systems (BNS) Company,
USA, with a response time of 3.5 and 4:5 ms, respec-
tively. The WFS is a ShaH 1000 Shack–Hartmann
WFS from Visionica, Ltd., Russia, with a sampling
frequency of 500 Hz. The TTM is a S330 TTM from
Piezo Nano Positioning (PI) Company, Germany. The
science camera is a DU 897 CCD from Andor, Ltd.,
Northern Ireland.

A correction loop includes several steps. First, the
WFS collects light and reads out the data. Then, the
control computer begins to calculate a set of com-
mands for the TTM and a gray map for each LCOS.
Third, these sets of commands are sent to corre-

sponding devices in parallel. Finally, after the trans-
mission of gray maps is complete, a time of 4:5 ms is
added to wait for the response of the LCOSs. The
time series of a correction loop includes data collect-
ing time (4 ms), calculating time (0:8 ms), transmis-
sion time (0:4 ms), and response time (4:5 ms). The
total delay time of a correction loop is 9:7 ms. There-
fore, the loop frequency (the reciprocal of total time
delay of a correction loop) is 103 Hz (1=9:7 ms). For
the open-loop operation mode, the AO system can be
controlled with a consecutive or concurrent mode, as
the open-loop control is a no-feedback system. For the
consecutive control mode, the next correction loop
starts when the present loop has finished. The
correction frame rate (the reciprocal of the time inter-
val between the starting points of two adjacent cor-
rection loops) is equal to the loop frequency. In order
to increase the 3 dB temporal bandwidth of the sys-
tem, the concurrent mode [38] was considered. In
this case, the next loop will be starting while the pre-
sent loop has not finished yet; then, the correction
frame rate is much larger than the loop frequency.
To obtain the largest correction frame rate, the time
interval between the starting points of two adjacent
loops should be the longest delay segment [38]. The
LC response time of 4:5 ms is the longest delay seg-
ment in our system. Therefore, the maximum correc-
tion frame rate of 222 Hz (1=4:5 ms) can be achieved.

At midnight of 22 April 2010, the star α Boo was
tracked by the 2:16 m telescope. In order to know
the condition of the turbulence during observation,
we measured the Fried parameters r0 with the
WFS. The slopes of the two lenslets, which have
an interval of two lenslets, are used to calculate r0
by the theory of differential image motion measure-
ments (DIMM) [39]. The Fried parameter r0 was
about 8 cm at 633 nm (see Fig. 10), which was a little
smaller than the 9 cm that has been considered when
designing the AO systems. Therefore, the ratio of the
effective telescope aperture to the Fried parameter,
D=r0ð1:8=0:08Þ, was equal to 22.5, which indicates
that the uncompensated resolution was far from a
diffraction-limited resolution.

Figure 11 illustrates the images of the star α Boo
before and after correction with a 30 ms exposure

Fig. 7. (Color online) Representation of the 2:16 m telescope
located at Xinglong Station of Beijing Astronomy Observatory:
(a) optical diagram and (b) photograph of the telescope.

Fig. 8. (Color online) (a) Connection of the optical setup between
the telescope and AO system; (b) detailed diagram of the double
LCOSs.

Fig. 9. (Color online) Experimental layout of the open-loop AO
system based on LCOSs.
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time. Before correction, the full width at half-
maximum (FWHM) of the image of α Boo was
2:12 arc sec. After correction, it decreased to
0:636 arc sec, which was only 30% of that before cor-
rection. The Strehl ratio was estimated by computing
the ratio of the peak intensity in the images to what
would be expected if the images were diffraction lim-
ited. After correction, the Strehl ratio was 0.12, while
it was 0.02 before correction. The movie with AO off
and on is shown in Fig. 11(b).

The diffraction-limited resolution of the telescope
is 0:11 arc sec at 780 nm. Although the angular re-
solution and Strehl ratio of the star image after cor-
rection were improved a lot, they were still far from
the diffraction-limited resolution. There were several
reasons for this. First, the ratio D=r0 of 22.5 was a
little larger than the 20 lenslets across the telescope
pupil, which was probably not enough to get the most
accurate wavefront measurements. Second, the tem-
poral bandwidth of our LC AO system was relatively
low. Because of the long response time of LCOS785,
the temporal bandwidth, f 3 dB, of our open-loop AO
system was only about 17 Hz. The average wind
speed measured by the observatory was 1:5 m=s,
and the Fried parameter was 8 cm during our mea-
surements. The corresponding Greenwood frequency,
f G, at the observatory was about 27:2 Hz at our
optical band of 600–900 nm. The temporal error
could be calculated by

σ2 ¼ ðf G=f 3 dBÞ5=3;

which reached 2:2 rad2. Finally, due to the limitation
of calculating time, only 35 Zernike modes excluding
the piston were used to expand the turbulence wave-
front. The expansion residual error could be calcu-
lated by 0:2944 × J−

ffiffi
3

p
=2ðD=r0Þ5=3 [40], where J was

the number of Zernike modes used, and the error
equaled 2:3 rad2. Therefore, more Zernike modes
(e.g., 90 modes, and the corresponding expansion
error is only 1 rad2) have to be used to decrease
the expansion error in the future.

To increase the temporal bandwidth of the AO sys-
tem, faster LCOSs with a response time of less than
2 ms have been under fabrication by our group re-
cently. If these new devices could be used in the
open-loop system, its correction frame rate would ex-
ceed 500 Hz. We estimate that the corresponding
temporal bandwidth f 3 dB of the system would reach
25 Hz. In this case, the temporal error of the AO sys-
temwould decrease to 1:1 rad2. In this case, the qual-
ity of the image would be much better.

Another method to increase the image quality is to
use the near-infrared light with an optical band of
700–1000 nm for imaging. As the Greenwood fre-
quency is proportional to λ−6=5, the turbulence speed
will decrease in this optical band, which benefits sys-
tem performance.

5. Conclusion

In summary, we have demonstrated an open-loop AO
system based on double LCOS wavefront correctors
that profit from high-precision wavefront generation
and good repeatability. Past work on the open-loop
LC AO systems has concentrated on laboratory mea-
surement [19] and horizontal turbulence correction
[26]. The experiment described in this paper was per-
formed using the system in conjunction with the
2:16 m reflecting telescope located at Xinglong Sta-
tion of the Beijing Astronomical Observatory. We be-
lieve that this is the first time that the open-loop LC
AO system has been used to correct the vertical at-
mospheric turbulence. The advantages of the open-
loop LC AO systems over corresponding closed-loop
systems are polarization independence, faster speed,
and simple operation.

Our open-loop system has the following two char-
acteristics. First, a broad optical band of 300 nm is
designed. We divide the light by spectral content
and compensate each, separately. The optical band
after being expanded is from 600 to 900 nm. Second,
the open-loop optical layout is different from a con-
ventional one. It is a very clever way to switch be-
tween an open and closed loop, which is beneficial
for the measurement of IMs. In addition, the system
does not suffer from the non-common-path error.

The real-time, field experiment showed that, the
FWHM of the image of the star α Boo could reach
0:636 arc sec after the open-loop correction, while
it was 2:12 arc sec before correction. After correc-
tion, the Strehl ratio reached 0.12, while it was

Fig. 10. (Color online) Fried parameter r0 measured on 23 April
2010 in Xinglong Station of Beijing Astronomy Observatory. The
zero of the time axis (start time) is 01:37:02 (Beijing time).

Fig. 11. (Color online) Images of star α Boo captured with a CCD
camera with an exposure time of 30 ms: (a) without correction and
(b) with the open-loop correction (Media 1).
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0.02 before correction. These results indicate that the
open-loop AO system based on LCSLMs potentially
has the ability to correct vertical atmosphere tur-
bulence.

Because of the limited number of lenslets of the
WFS, we only used a 1:8 m diameter segment of
the 2:16 mtelescope aperture.Thediffraction-limited
resolution of the corresponding effective aperture of
the telescope was 0:11 arc sec at 780 nm. It indicates
that the system was still in a low-order correction re-
gime. Therefore, the system modification is required,
particularly with the LC devices, in order to use the
system for general astronomical applications.

The main limitation of the LCOSs is their long re-
sponse time, which may decrease the temporal band-
width of the AO systems. The response times of the
LCOSs under fabrication by our group recently have
been less than 2 ms. However, with continued im-
provements to the LC materials, the prospect of even
shorter response times is promising.
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supported by the National Natural Science Founda-
tion of China (NSFC) (grants 60736042, 60578035,
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of all the referees.
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